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The effects that certain classes of errors have on formal languages are considered 
from the point of view of preservation of languages under error transformations. This 
approach is an expansion of an article by Hartmanis and Stearnes [9], in which only 
the finite error case on regular expressions was considered. 
An automaton that detects that errors have occurred in an input from a given language 
is merely a recognizer of that language. However, an automaton that determines if 
errors in the input are bounded in some manner is a recognizer of a larger, error- 
modified language. It is these latter automata with which we are primarily concerned. 
An error on a symbol from an alphabet is considered in this paper to be the changing 
of that symbol to some other symbol from the same alphabet. Thus, errors as defined 
here are length-preserving substitution errors. We define classes of error transforma- 
tions by the manner in which errors that occur on a string are bounded. Four classes 
of error transformations are considered. The first class allows errors up to a pre- 
determined number. The second allows up to a predetermined number of errors per 
substring of given length. The third bounds the number of errors by a constant fraction 
of the number of symbols between each error and the start of the string. The fourth 
bounds the errors by a constant fraction of the length of the string. 
It is found that the first two classes (called "constant" errors) yield essentially 
equivalent effects on properties of the automata considered, and that the same is true 
for the latter two classes (called "expanding" errors). Hopcroft and Ullman in an 
independent, but earlier work [10] have demonstrated a number of the results hown 
in this paper. The major new results of this paper are: 
I. The detection of expanding errors in regular languages i normally not possible 
by finite-state automata, but rather equire automata called 1-counters, which are less 
powerful than pushdown automata. The conditions under which regular languages are 
not preserved by expanding errors are shown. 
2. The detection of expanding errors in context-free languages requires deter- 
ministic linear-bounded automata in general. 
3. Left-context-sensitive languages are preserved under constant and the first class 
of expanding errors, but require linear-bounded automata for the second class of 
expanding errors. 
4. Deterministic ontext-sensitive languages and recursive phrase-structure lan- 
guages are preserved under both constant and expanding errors. 





Present-day compilers are generally d~igned to be able to detect errors in their 
input and to flag the locations of these errors. This article represents a formalization 
of the general problem of the ability of automata to detect and correct errors in formal 
languages. Errors can be considered to be transformations on formal languages, and 
the properties of the resulting languages can be studied to determine the effect of the 
errors. Stearnes and Hartmanis took this view [9], but considered only the specific 
case of regular languages with a finite bound on errors. Since the number of errors 
that can be expected to exist in a program (i.e., input to a compiler) increases with 
length, it seems reasonable to investigate the properties of languages under nonfinite 
error bounds. Also, higher-order languages, especially context-free languages, often 
present a better model of programming systems than do regular languages. Thus, the 
sensitivity to errors of these higher-order languages i of interest. 
Although the normal communication theory approach is taken in this paper, in that 
we can consider asource (language generator) to send message (words) through anoisy 
channel into a sink (error detector), the explicit introduction of redundancy for error 
protection is not considered here. In the communication context, the language over an 
alphabet Z is Z t, that is, all possible finite sequences. Hence, addition of redundancy 
is obligatory in order to have any kind of error control at all. Formal anguages, on the 
other hand, are in general proper subsets of Z t (of Z* occasionally) and thus have 
built-in redundancy. We wish to measure the inherent properties of the languages 
themselves with respect to error control, especially since to incorporate extra redund- 
ancy in a programming language may impose an unwelcome restriction from a human- 
engineering standpoint. 
If the above-mentioned sink merely decides whether or not any error has occurred 
in a language, it amounts to a recognizer of the language. If, however, it determines if 
the number of errors that has occurred is bounded by some function, then it is a 
recognizer of a larger, error-modified language. One of the major aims of this paper is 
to study the properties of these latter automata. 
We define an error (substitution error) on a character f om an alphabet 27 to be its 
conversion to some other character f om Z'. Thus, errors on strings frorri 27t are length 
preserving, and yield strings in 27t. These are a common kind of errors in typing and 
keypunching, and in fact include some other kinds of errors (such as transposition 
errors) as subclasses. However, they are only one of several possible rror types; for 
example, there could be errors that cause insertions or deletions of symbols. These 
kinds of errors are certainly of interest, but the problem is to find meaningful restric- 
tions on these kinds of errors and then make them tractable. If more than one type of 
error is allowed to occur, another problem arises.How does one know what kind of 
error has taken place ? A given string may result from a substitution error on a string 
in the given language or an addition and deletion error from some other string. 
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Our approach in this paper is to select four different bounds on error transformation, 
and to examine the properties of various classes of languages that have undergone 
these transformations. The first bound is simply a constant. The second is a constant 
per block (substring) of prespecified length. The third bound limits the number of 
errors that may occur before the nth character in the string by a fraction of n. And 
finally, the fourth bound limits errors to a fraction of total string length. 
A similar approach as been taken in an earlier work by Hopcroft and Ullman [10]. 
They have treated error types, one, two, and four above, which they call "e-tuple" 
[E,(L)], "recurrent" [R,/,(L)] and [F~(L)] respectively. 
For each of the error bounds described above, and for several classes of formal 
languages, we ask the question: What kind of detector is required to determine whether 
errors are within the specified bound ? 
DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS 
It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the concepts of the basic types of 
automata considered here, so only a rough idea of the formal definitions will be given. 
An automaton is defined to be a 6-tuple, (K, Z', Y~, A, q0, ql), where K is a nonempty 
finite set (states), 2: is a nonempty finite set (input alphabet), ~ is a nonempty finite set 
(tape symbols) including a special symbol "Z", qo and ql ~ K (initial and final state), 
8 is a transition function, and one of the following holds: 
1. 8: Kx(Zu{#})~K.  
finite state automata (fsa) 
2. 3: K x (2: u {#, r X ~ ~ finite subsets of 
K • ((E - -  {Z})* u (E  - {z})* z )  
pushdown automata (pda) 
3. 3: K x (Y'. -- {Z}) --~ finite subsets of 
K X (Z --{Z}) • {-- 1, 0, 1}, and 
3: Kx{Z}--~K x{Z} X{--1,1} 
linear bounded automata (lba) 
4. 8: KX  Y~f in i te  subsets of KX~ x{- -1 ,0 ,1}  
Turing Machine (TM). 
An automaton accepts an input string x = a 0 ... am if there is a sequence of states 
through which the automaton passes, defined by the transition function 8 and the 
input (either ai or a null input in the ease of pda), the last state being ql- A number of 
more rigorous definitions of "accept" are given elsewhere (e.g., [10]) and need not be 
repeated here. An automaton is said to be deterministic f (1) 8(qi, a) has at most one 
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member for all a ~ Z, ql ~ K and $(qi, 4) ---- ff~ or (2) (qi, eft) has at most one member 
for qi ~K and 3(qi, a) ---- 9 for all a EZ. 
The reader will be assumed to be familiar with phrase structure grammars [1], and 
their equivalences with automata. In particular, it is well known that regular, context- 
free and context-sensitive languages are just those accepted by fsa, pda, and lba, 
respectively. 
The details of many of the proofs are omitted. Most are by construction of automata. 
In these constructions, we use several conventions. We assume that every input 
string will be followed by the unique character "#" ,  a symbol not in the language 
alphabet. It is not possible to have an error in this symbol. 
The transition functions (3) of each machine will be represented in instruction 
form, for ease in following the construction. Thus if X,~, Xm, X,,,' are n- and m-tuples 
respectively, we represent 3(X~) = {(Xm), (Am')} by the notation: 
(x . )  ~ (x,.) 
(x , )  --, (x,. ')  
The "arrow represents the effect of "executing" the "instruction." Obviously, the 
example above represents a nondeterministic nstruction, as the machine may go to 
either Xm or Xm'. We assume the convention that all combinations of states and 
inputs which are not defined by instructions imply the existance of additional instruc- 
tions whose next state is one in which the machine will stay no matter what the input. 
Normally an automaton reads an input, executes an instruction to move to a new 
state, then reads the next input, etc. However, we permit some automata to change 
states without reading an input. We represent these cases by instructions that require 
an input denoted by "~". With "~o" as input required, an automaton can execute the 
instruction without reading any input. 
The following type of automaton will be of interest to us. It is defined in more 
detail because it is not so standard a type of automaton, although the counters treated 
by Fischer and by Minsky [11] have much the same properties. 
DEFINITION 1. M = (K, Z, Z, 3n, qo, q1> is an n-counter under the following 
conditions: 
I. K, Z, q0, and ql are as for other automata. 
2. 3, is a transition function, where 3n: K • (Z u {#, 9}) • Tn ~ finite subsets 
of K • Rn, where 
(a) Tn c {0, 1} ~ is the set of testing functions, where the ith bit of T~ is a "0" if 
the ith register must be a zero and a "1" if the ith register must not be a zero for the 
test to pass. 
(b) R n ~ {0, 1, - -  1 }n is the set of incrementing functions, where if the ith bit of 
R,~ is a "1", the ith register is incremented, if it is " - -  1", the ith register is decre- 
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mented, and if it is a "0", the ith register is unchanged. I f  the ith bit of the element 
of R~ occurring in a rule is " - -  1", then the ith bit of the element of T~ occurring 
in that rule must be "1". 
An n-counter is a finite state automaton plus n registers. These registers may contain 
an arbitrarily large count, but may never go negative. At each state, the input can 
be read and any subset of the registers can be tested for zero or for nonzero. Then the 
registers may be incremented or decremented by one, and M can pass to a new state. 
M accepts the input string x & a 1 " ' "  a,~# if there exists a sequence of states 
qo ,..-, qn, tests t o ,..., t N , increments r 0 ,..., rn_ 1 , and register configurations c o ,..., cN 
(each c i is an n-tuple over the integers, representing the contents of the n registers; 
c o & (0, 0,..., 0)), such that for all i (0 ~< i ~ N --  1), either the next input is a~. 
(which may be #),  and (qi+l, ri) ~ 8(qi, at, ti), where the test ti passes on configura- 
tion ci, and r~ applied to ci yields ci+i, or else (qi+l, ri) ~ 8(qi, ~, ti) under the same 
conditions. Also, qn ---- ql,  which has been reached after the input # has been received. 
It can be shown that n-counters (for n ~ 2) are in general just Turing Machines. 
However, they serve as useful automata in error detection because the registers are a 
convenient way to count errors. (Non) deterministic 1-counters are intermediate in 
power between fsa and (non)deterministic pda, and are useful in detecting arbitrarily 
many errors in finite state automata. 
An n-counter is deterministic if for each a ~ (22 ~) {#}), b ~ Tn, and q ~ K either 
8~(q, a, b) has no more than one member and 8(q, ~o, b) is empty or 8(q, ~0, b) has no 
more than one member and 8(q, a, b) is empty. 
DErINmON 2. Let 22 be an alphabet, and let x and y be strings of equal length 
in 22*: 
X ~ XlX 2 "'" Xra 
Y & YlY2 "'" Ym xi,  Yi ~ 22. 
1. The distance (d(x, y)) between x and y is the number of i for which xi :~- Yi .  
2. The (i, n)-substring of x(H~i(x)) is xiXi+a "'" x~ if 1 ~< i ~< n and n ~< m, and 
is null otherwise. 
3. per-n distance (d~(x, y)) between x and y is the maximum distance between 
any n consecutive characters of x and y. That is 
*n--lz 
dn(x, y) ~= Max d[H~+n(x), ' H~+~(y)]. 
i=1 
4. If22 = {0, 1}, then the weight ofx(w(x)) is the number of " l ' s "  in x. That is, 
w(x)  = x , .  
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DEFINITION 3. I f L  is a language, then the universal extension of L, UL, is defined 
as the set of strings whose lengths correspond to lengths of strings in L. That is, 
UL A= {x : (3y)L such that I x I = l Y I}. 
The following definition of a class of functions will be useful later in demonstrating 
that certain classes of errors cannot be detected by certain kinds of automata. 
DEFINITION 4. 
tions: 
f is an expanding error function if it satisfies the following condi- 
1. f maps the non-negative integers into themselves. 
2. f(n) <~ n, all n. 
3. f(n) monotonically increasing for increasing n. 
4. lim~_,~f(n) = oo. 
5. l imn~[n - - f (n) ]  = oo. 
6. limn_,~of(n)/n exists and is bounded away from zero. 
f will be used as a bound for errors in a language L, and the bound will grow with n. 
However, although there can be arbitrarily many errors in an arbitrarily long string, 
in order that the number of errors satisfy the bound, there must be arbitrarily many 
nonerrors. This means that there always could be arbitrarily many strings of UL 
outside the bound, depending on the characteristics of L. 
In this paper, we deal with three types of constraints on error occurrence. The first 
allows errors (limited by some function) anywhere on the total string. The second 
limits the number of errors that can arrive within blocks of input symbols. The third 
restricts errors depending on progression through the string. 
The function that restricts the quantity of errors may be a constant or may expand 
with string length. From these considerations, we define four types of error trans- 
formations on languages that we shall deal with in this paper. 
DEFINITION 5. I f L  is a language, then L under constant errors on the total string is 
Ln A {x : (qY)L such that I x ] ~- I Y I and d(x, y) < n}. 
DEFINITION 6. I f L  is a language, then L under constant errors per block is (k is the 
block size) 
Ln k ~ {x : (3y)L such that I x I ---- l Y I and dk(x, y) ~ n}. 
DEFINITION 7. I f  L is a language, then L under expanding progressive errors is 
Lg' & {x : (3y)L such that I x I = I y I and (Vi) (1 <~ i ~< I x I) d[H,l(x), H,'(y)] <~ gi} 
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where g is taken in the proofs of this paper to be the fraction k/(k + m) for arbitrary 
positive k and m. 
DEHNrrmN 8. I lL  is a language, thenL under expanding errors on the totalstring 
is 
L o ~ {x : (qY)L such that I x I - [ Y [ and d(x, y) ~ g [ x i}, 
where g is as above. 
It will occasionally be useful to consider LI, for f as in Definition 4, instead of L o . 
REGULAR LANGUAGES 
We show that regular languages are closed under constant errors (L, and L,k), 
but not under expanding errors (Lg' and Lo). An unbounded amount of memory in the 
accepting autamaton is required to count the errors in the expanding case, and we 
show that 1-counters are sufficient for this purpose. 
THEOREM 1. For any regular language L, there is an fsa that will accept L n , and an 
fsa that will accept Ln ~. 
Proof. It is easy to see that there exists a finite-state transducer that generates L,
from L. Since regular languages are preserved by finite state transducers (Theorem 
3.3.1 [13]), L, is regular i fL is. The same argument holds for L~ t. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 2. I f  L is a regular language, then Lg' is accepted by a 1-counter. 
Proof. Let M A (K, 27, 3, qo, q1> be an fsa that aceeptsL. Construct the l-counter 
M 1~ (/s 27, 27, 81, qo ~176 where KI ~{qi ~:q i~K&-m<u <k}. If 




- -m<u<~-- I  
(q o, a, (c)) ~-1 I (q~ , (1)) accept a
(q, , (1)) (q?, 4, (1)) ~-1
(q o, b, (1)) --~ (q~-m, ( _  1))t 
(q~", 4~, (1)) ~ (q~,+x, ( _  1))t "correct" a to b. 
The way this machine works is as follows. The counter keeps track of the number 
of errors that are allowable at any point in time. For each symbol assumed correct, k is 
added to the counter. For each symbol assumed in error, rn is subtracted. Thus, for n 
input symbols received, e errors are allowed, 
k 
(n --  e) k --  me >~ O, e <~ ~-~---~ n. 
This restriction on e is precisely that required for Lg'. Q.E.D. 
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The following theorem can be proved in a way very similar to the previous one. 
THEOREM 3. I f  L is a regular language, then Lg is accepted by a 1-counter. 
It is clear that many regular languages become nonregular under expanding error 
transformations. This is easily shown by considering the boundedness of memory in a 
finite state automaton and the need in general for counting the number of errors that 
have occurred. However, there are some regular languages that are preserved under 
expanding error transformations a  a result of the language structure and the trans- 
formation involved. It is the purpose of the next theorem to show under what condi- 
tions the regularity is preserved. First we introduce the notion of maximum error rate. 
I fL  is a language of unbounded size, and if x. EL and y~ ~ UL (see Definition 3) 
are strings of length n, then the maximum error rate of L is defined as 
lim 1 Max[d(x., y.)]. 
n-,o~ n Xn,~/n 
We show in the following example that if the maximum error rate of a language is 
equal to lim~_,~o f(n)/n ~ f '  for some expanding function f, then it is possible for L I to 
be regular when L is. 
EXAMPLE 1. LetL ~ {O0(OOv Ol v 10)*), and letf(n) & n/2. The maximum error 
rate of L is 89 which is equal tof(n)/n. It is easy to see that 
L I = {[(0 v 1) (0 v 1)]* (00 v Ol v 10) [(0 v 1) (0 v 1)]*) 
and 
/Tf --{(11)*}. 
Therefore, L I is regular, unbounded and not in UL -- X for any finite set X. 
The following theorem is interesting in that it shows that all but a very restricted 
class of regular languages become nonregular under expanding errors. 
TI-lrORrM 4. I f  L is a regular language, f is an expanding function, and L s is regular, 
then either L I = Uz -- X for some finite set X or the maximum error rate of L is equal 
to f ' .  
Proof. I. SupposeL has finitely many strings. Then there is a longest string inL. 
Let this string be of length AT, and let m be the number of symbols in L's alphabet. 
Then 
~r m(m 2v - -  1) 
i=1 m - 1 ' 
which is finite. Since L I C_ UL by definition, L I is finite. Therefore, L s -: UL --  X ,  for 
some finite X. 
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II. Suppose L contains infinitely many strings, and further suppose that 
L -~ UL -- X1,  for some finite X a . By definition of L I ,  we know that L C_ L I C_ U L . 
Therefore, L I ~ UL -- X for some finite X, where X C X 1 . 
I I I .  The only case not covered by (I) and (II) is for L with infinitely many 
strings, and not equal to U --  X x for any finite X 1 . 
Since L is regular, there must exist an fsa .4 with k states that accepts L. Let x ~ L be a 
string of arbitrarily great length N. There must be a state qi of A that is entered at 
least [N/k] times during the input of x to A. Thus let us define a series of substrings 
Yl .... , Y[tc/kl such that x ~ YlY2 "'" y[tc/~]v and A is in state qi after each y j .  Also, 
define Sij ~ YiYi+l "'" YJ . 
Assume there is an fsa A x that accepts Lf ,  and let k 1 be the number of states of A 1. 
Since N/k is arbitrarily large, there must be I, J such that I < k I and the state of A x 
is the same before and after the receipt of S u . Thus, we can consider 
X Z~ SI(I_I)SuS(I+I)[N/kl,U, 
and for convenience we define 
v 0 ~ Sx(z_l) and vl z~ S(S+X)IN/kIV" 
Suppose the string x can have sufficiently many errors introduced into it to form 
the string x '= VoW , which does not belong to Lf .  We know that the string 
x,, A vo(Sls Vl belongs to L for any m, but x m' ~ vo(Su) m w cannot belong to L I 
for any m (in each case because the state after receipt of vo(S1~)" is the same as after %). 
However, d(xm, x,n') = d(x, x') = constant for all m. Since f([ x,, !) becomes arbitrarily 
large for large m, there must be an m such that d(x,~, x,,,') <f( ]  xm I), which requires 
that x,,,' belongs to Lf ,  a contradiction. Therefore, x' ~ VoW must belong toL t for all w. 
In order that L I z~ UL -- X,  there must be infinitely many strings of UL that do not 
belong to Ls, and thus arbitrarily long strings that do not belong to L I . Let us call 
one such arbitrarily long string x" which belongs to UL but does not belong to L f .  
Since x" ~ UL, it must be derived from some string x z~ voSuvl belonging to L. 
We showed above that any string x' ~ VoW derived from x must belongs to L s . It is 
clear that v 0 as defined above is bounded. Therefore x" eL  I can be changed to x' ~L I 
by changing a bounded number of symbols in the beginning of the string. 
Consequently, the following must hold: 
d(x', x") ~ [ v 0 [ for x' = VoW 
d(x, x') ~f (N)  since x' EL I 
d(x, x") >f(N)  since x" r  
y (N)  < d(x, x") ~ d(x, x') + d(x', x") ~f (N)  + I Vo ] 
a(x, x") , Iv0 I 
1 < f(U-----~ ~ 1 t - f -~ j .  
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Therefore, 
l im(~)= lim-f(N)=f '. 
N~oo N oo N 
That is, for every string not in L t , the distance between that string and some string 
in L must eventually approach f as the string length approaches infinity. But this can 
only happen if the maximum error rate of L is f ' .  Therefore, in order that an fsa 
A 1 exist for L I (i.e., that L 1 be regular), the maximum error rate must be f '  ( i l l  is not 
finite and does not belong to UL --  X1 for some finite X1). QED 
It is tempting to generalize the previous theorem to an "if and only if" condition. 
However, this generalization is not valid, as seen in the next example. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let L =~ {(00 v 01)* 1111 v (11 v 10)*0000}, and let f (n )= n/4. 
The maximum error rate of L is n/4, but yet L I is not regular. Consider the input 
string x z~ 02r12~)011. x belongs toL  t only if lp -- r [ >~ 2, which is not determinable 
by an fsa for p and r arbitrarily large. 
The question as to the determinism of an automaton that detects errors in a language 
is generally more dependent on the particular construction of the language than its 
place in the phrase structure hierarchy. In the following theorem we show that expand- 
ing errors in regular languages are not always detectable by deterministic pda. 
THEOREM 5. There is a regular language L such that L I is not accepted by a deter- 
ministic pda, for any expanding function f. 
Proof. LetL  =~ {0q~}, with i , j  > 0, and let the string x =~ 0qlr0'l t be presented 
to M, where q, r, s, and t are arbitrarily large, x ~L I if r ~f (q  + r + s + t) or 
s ~f (q  + r + s + t); a deterministic pda cannot simultaneously determine if either 
condition holds. 
There are regular languages L for which L I is nonregular but yet is accepted by a 
deterministic pda. However, these tend to be relatively uninteresting languages 
such asL A_ {(01)*}. 
CONTEXT-FREE LANGUAGES 
We show that a pda is sufficient for detection of constant errors (L, and L,  k) in a 
context-free language. For expanding errors, a deterministic Iba is sufficient. 
As in the case with regular languages, we find that the effect that errors have on the 
determinism of a language is more a function of language structure than its place in 
the phrase-structure language hierarchy. We show that constant errors on deter- 
ministic languages may or may not require a nondeterministic pda for detection. 
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Expanding errors applied even to deterministic ontext-free languages cannot always 
be detected by a pda. 
THEOREM 6. I f  L is a context-free language, then there is a pda that will accept 
L, and a pda that will accept L, k. 
Proof. Similar argument o that in Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 7. I l L  is a deterministic nonregular context-free language, then L x may or 
may not be deterministic. 
Proof. (a) I f L  : {0qi}, i >~ 1, then L 1 is deterministic, as can be seen by con- 
structing an appropriate 1-counter. 
(b) I l L  = {0il0*}, i > 0, then L 1 is nondeterministic, ascan be seen as follows: 
Assume that L 1 is accepted by some deterministic pda M 1 . The strings x A 0r~10 m 
and y A 0ml0mlly"+l both belong to L1, for any (arbitrarily long) m. A deterministic 
pda could not check for both of these strings. Note that this theorem yields the 
interesting corollary that the property of a context-free language L having a deter- 
ministic L x is not preserved, in general, by finite state transducers. This can be shown 
because it is possible to find a finite state transducer to convert the language {0q ~} 
into {0il0*}, the former with a deterministic L 1 and the latter a nondeterministic L 1 . 
COROLLARY 7. There is a nonregular context-free language L such that L,~ is deter- 
ministic. 
Proof. Let L = {(0") i (l")i}, i > 0. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 7. 
QED 
THEOREM 8. I l L  is context-free, then both L o' and L o are accepted by a deterministic 
lba. 
Proof. I f L  is context-free, then it is accepted by a deterministic lba (Kuroda [8]). 
By Theorem 15, Lg' and Lg are also accepted by a deterministic lba. 
THEOaI~M 9. There exists a deterministic context-free language L such that L /  and 
L I cannot be accepted by any pda, where f is any expanding function. 
Proof. Let L A {0q0i}, i > 0. Consider the string x A 0q081 t, where r, s, and t 
are arbitrarily large positive integers such that (r .4- s + t) is even, x fails to be in 
e i therL /o rL  1 if(a) t > f(r + s q- t + I), or (b) 
[f(r + s + t + l ) - -  2 <t  <~f(r + s-+-t + l)]&(t <r  +s  + Z)&(t=/=r--s). 
In order for a pda to accept a string, it must check both (a) and (b) simultaneously. 
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However, each condition requires the storage of an arbitrarily large number, and thus 
the full resources of the pushdown stack, and these two numbers can be arbitrarily 
far from each other. Consequently, no pda can check both conditions imultaneously. 
LEFT CONTEXT-SENSITIVE LANGUAGES 
Not very much is known about left context-sensitive languages. Haines [12] attempt- 
ed a proof that they are identical to context-sensitive languages, but there is a flaw 
in that proof. It is possible to show that left context-sensitive grammars are more 
powerful than context-free, but to the knowledge of the author it is an open question 
whether they are equivalent o context-sensitive grammars. The ability to include 
permuting instructions (i.e., AB -,. BA) is the distinguishing feature between context- 
sensitive and left context-sensitive (LCS) languages, as is shown in the following 
Lemmas. It has not been shown whether this feature is vital. 
DEFINITION 9. G & {Vr, VN, P, o} is a left-context-sensitive (LCS) grammar if 
Vris a finite nonempty set (terminal symbols), V N is a finite nonempty set (nonterminal 
symbols), o 6 V N (start symbol), and P is a set of rules of the form vA --~ vu for 
u~(VNU Vr),* vE(VN U Vr),* and A ~ V~.. 
LEMMA 1. Any language L generated by a LCS grammar G is generated by some 
LCS grammar G', all of whose rules are of the form A ~ a, A --~ BC, or BA ~ BC. 
Proof. Let G _&_ { VT, Vzr P, e}, and construct G _A { VT, VN', P' ,  ~r} as follows. 
Consider a rule R ~ P in the form 
I .  
A. 





vA--,.vw, w~,  AEVN.  
Let v = e. 
Let w ~- a, for some a ~ V r . Then R is in an acceptable form, and is included 
Let w = B, for some B ~ V N . Then R is merely a replacing of one non- 
symbol by another; the rule can be eliminated by replacing A by B in all 
G'. 
Let I w J = 2. If  both symbols are nonterminal, R is in an acceptable form. 
I f  either (or both) symbols are terminal (ai), define one (or two) new nonterminal 
symbols (Ai) and replace the terminal symbol(s) by it (them). Then create the new 
terminal rule(s) A i -+  ai .  These new rules are included in P' .  
D. Let [ w [ > 2, and let w 1 be the substring of w consisting of all but the last 
symbol in w. 
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1. If w = wla (a ~ Vr),  then form the rules 
A --+ BC (B, C are new symbols belonging to V~r'.) 
B --~ w 1 
C---+G~ 
The generative capacity with these rules is at least as great as that of R, because all 
three rules can be applied immediately togive the same result. But also, since rules are 
permissive and not restrictive, and since B and C do not appear in any other rule, the 
generative capacity with the new rules cannot be any greater than with R. Thus, this 
replacement does not change the language. The first and third rules are of acceptable 
form (and thus can be included in P'), and the second is of the form in (C) or (D), 
but of shorter length than the original rule. Since w is of bounded length originally, 
eventually (C) must be satisfied, and thus these set of rules can be included in P'.  
2. If W = WlC (C E VN) , then form the rules 
A --~ BC (B is a new symbol belonging to VN'.) 
B ---* W 1 . 
The same comments as above apply. 
II. Let v = B, for some B ~ V N . Form the rules 
BA --~ BC (C is a new symbol belonging to VN'. ) 
C ---~ w~ 
The first rule can be included in P'. The second rule is of the form in (I). 
I I I .  Let v -- b, for some b e V r . Replace all occurrences of b in P by a new 
symbol B belonging to VN' , and include these with the rule B --* b in P'. Then form 
the rules 
BA ~ BC 
C -+ w, as in (II). 
IV. Let v = xB for some B E VN , x E (V  N U VT)2 Form the rules 
1. xB-*xC (C is a new symbol belonging to V~r'.) 
2. CA ~ Cw 
3. xC--+ xB.  
The first and third rules can be treated by (IV) or (V), but are of decreased length. 
Eventually, they will be treated by (II) or (III). The second rule can be treated by (II). 
The generative capacity of these rules is at least as great as R, because all three 
rules can be applied immediately to give the same result. We have to show that the 
generative capacity is not greater than R. 
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Rule 1 must be used first, as the other two rules require the symbol C. C cannot 
be eliminated without x to its left. However, none of the transformations to the left 
can be affected by C or anything to C's right, because C is not in any rule except 2 or 3. 
Thus, for all practical purposes, we can assume that xC remains together, which is 
equivalent o having xB standing together in the original rule R. Therefore, any 
application of rule 2 will not yield anything more than application of rule R. 
V. Let v ---- xb for some b e Vr.  Replace all occurences of b in P by a new 
symbol B belonging to VN', and add the rule B --* b to P'. Then proceed as in (IV). 
By applying the procedures listed above, each rule in P can be transformed into a set 
of rules in P '  that generates the same strings in Vr. Thus, the grammar G' generates 
L iff G does. QED 
We now show that the permutation rule, AB --+ BA, is the distinguishing character- 
istic between context-sensitive languages and LCS languages. Thus, LCS languages 
are a proper subset of context-sensitive languages if we can show that permutation 
rules are essential in the derivation of the latter. This appears to be quite difficult to 
prove (if true at all). 
LEMMA 2. Any context-sensitive language L can be generated by a grammar G' 
consisting of left-context-sensitive rules plus rules of the form AB ~ BA. 
Proof. Let G ~ (Vr ,  Vu, P, or> be a context sensitive grammar for L, and let 
G' z~ <Vr, VN', P',  or>. Lety  a Ay2--~y x wy  2 be a rule in P, where y 2 = ~1n2 ... ~, ,  
a ie  (Vr u VN). Consider the construction of an equivalent set of rules in P'.  
I f y  2 is null, the rule belongs to P'. I f  [Y2I >~ 1, add the following rules to P', for 
1 <~i<~n: 
yl A ~ ylB 
Bcq ~ B~i' 
B~'i --* ' ctin 
YlYz'B ~ YaY2'C 
ai' C -* Co~i' 
yaC -+ ylw 
B and C are new nonterminal symbols not in any other rule, and Yi & aa' "'" ~,," Since 
each set of rules of P '  is equivalent to a rule of P, L is generated by G. QED 
In the following theorems, we show that left context-sensitive languages are pre- 
served under constant errors and under expanding progressive rrors. This is an 
interesting result, as it represents the first class of languages for which expanding 
errors do not broaden the class. We have been unable to prove or disprove the con- 
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jecture that right-context-sensitive languages are closed under expanding progressive 
errors (a negative answer would settle the question of whether or not these languages 
are a proper subset of context-sensitive languages). 
THEOREM 10. I f  L is an LCS language, then so is L ,  . 
Proof. It is shown in Lemma 1 that we may assume that all rules of L are of the 
form A --~ a, A --+ BC, and BA --~ BC, where capital etters represent nonterminating 
symbols and lower case letters represent symbols from the terminating alphabet, V r . 
In addition, it can be assumed without loss of generality that L is constructed to 
uniquely flag with an asterisk the leftmost nonterminal symbol in any string generated 
by the grammar of L. Construct an LCS grammar for Ln as follows: 
The terminal vocabulary Vr' of the grammar for L, (G,~) is the same as the terminal 
vocabulary Vr of the grammar for L(G). The nonterminal vocabulary V~r' of G, equals 
the nonterminal vocabulary VN of G plus 
{b, I b ~ Vr , i ~ {0, 1,... n}}. 
The start symbols are the same, and the production rules for Gn are formed from G 
as follows: 
For each production A --~ BC or BA --~ BC in G, include the rule in G, .  In addi- 
tion, for each production A ~ a in G, include the following in G , ,  for Vb, c ~ Vr: 
A*  ~ a 0 
21" ~ r 
Cqi) 0 <~ i <~ n biA --+ bia~ 
(Vi) 0 ~ i < n biA ~ bic~+x 
(Vi) 0~<i~n a i -+a 
Since terminal symbols of L never appear on the left side of a rule, we may assume 
that all terminal rules are applied at the end of any derivation. L,~ operates in the same 
manner as L up until the application of terminal rules. Then all nonterminals are 
converted into a~ or ci, where i represents he error count and c represents an error 
occurrence. The terminal rules are then applied to generate L n . QED 
THSOmM 11. I l L  is an LCS language, then so is L,~ k. 
Proof. The proof is similar in concept o that of Theorem 10. 
THEOREM 12. I l L  is LCS, then so isL / ,  forf(n) = ~n. 
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Proof. As in Theorem 10, assume that all rules of L are of the form A ~ a, 
A ~ BC, and BA ~ BC. Create the grammar for L /as  follows: 
For each rule A -~ BC or BA ~ BC in L, include the rule in L~. In addition, for 
each pair of rules A ~ a and B --+ b in L, include the following in L,:  
1. A --~ a 0 convert correctly 
2. A --~ b 2 convert erroneously 
3. aib o --~ aib4, i ---- 0, 1, 3 prepare to eliminate a "2" 
4. a,b 2--* aibs, i = 1,4 eliminate a "2" 
5. asb ~--+ asbs, i = 1, 3, 4 reset to "5" 
6. aib 5 --~ a~bs, i = 0, 3 pass information 
7. aib 5 --+ aib 1 , i = I, 4 pass information 
8. a 0 ~ a 5 use the "0" 
9. a 5 --~ a terminal. 
The way this grammar works is now described. We can assume without loss of 
generality that the use of terminal rules occurs at the end of any derivation. 
Consider a derivation of a string x = d 1 "." d" of L. First we derive a string 
X = D 1 -.. D", then we apply D i -~ d ~ for 1 ~< i ~< n. What the given grammar does 
is to produce from X all strings y such that [ y [ = [ X [ and d[Hr HCX(y)] ~< j]3 
for all j. 
1. Each D ~ that will be converted to the correct terminal symbol a is first con- 
verted to a 0 (Rule 1). 
2. Each D i that will be converted to an incorrect erminal symbol b is converted 
to b 2 (Rule 2). 
3. We are now only concerned with the subscripts. This is because we can no 
longer change any of the symbols--that is, ai will always go to a, never to another 
symbol b. We must only allow a subscript "2" to be converted to a "5" (which can be 
terminated) if there are the proper number of symbols preceding it. Let us call by "y" 
any string of subscripts composed only of "Os" and "2s". Let us call by "x" any string 
(possibly empty) of "Os" and "5s". We now have a string y. 
4. I f y  contains no "2s" we can terminate, using Rules 8 and 9. Otherwise, we 
have (for a string that is convertible), 
x002y 
By applying Rules 3, 4, 8 and 5 in that order, we obtain the string 
x555y 
5. I fy  above contains no "2s" we can terminate. Otherwise, there are four legal 
cases: 
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a. x002y 
This is treated just as in 4. 
b. x05-.. 502y 
Apply Rule 6 repeatedly until we have 
x03 ... 302y 
Apply Rules 3, 4, 8 and 5 (repeatedly) toget 
x5 "'" 5y 
c. x005 "'" 52y 
Apply Rule 3 to get 
x045 ... 52y 
Apply Rule 7 repeatedly until we have 
x041 ... 12y 
Apply Rules 4, 8, and 5 (repeatedly) to get 
x5 .." 5y 
d. x05 ... 505 ." 52y 
Apply Rule 6 (repeatedly) to get 
x03 ". 305"" 52y 
Apply Rules 3 and 7 (repeatedly) to get 
x03 ... 341 "'" 12y 
Apply Rules 4, 8 and 5 (repeatedly) to get 
x5 ... . . .  5y 
. 
Otherwise apply Rules 8 and 9 to terminate. 
We now have a string in the form xy; i fy  contains any "2s", repeat step 5. 
QED 
Trn~ol~M 13. I f  L is an LCS language, then Lo' and Lg are each accepted by an lba. 
Proof. Since L is LCS, it is also context-sensitive. By Theorem 16, Lg' and Lg 
are therefore accepted by an lba. QED 
CONTEXT-SENSITIVE LANGUAGES 
We show below that for all the error cases considered, context-sensitive languages 
are closed under errors, and the same is true for deterministic ontext-sensitive 
languages. 
THEOREM 14. I f  L is accepted by a deterministic lba M, then so is L n . 
Proof. If L is accepted by a deterministic lba, then so is/~ [8]. Let Px and Pz be 
deterministic lba that accept L and/~ respectively. We construct a deterministic lba 
M that recognizes Ln in the following way. 
57z/4/5-2 
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We can assume without loss of generality that the alphabet of L consists of the 
symbols {0, 1}. Any other alphabet for L could be coded into {0, 1}. Divide the tape 
into four tracks. The first track keeps the original input. The second track keeps a 
record of errors "corrected." The third and fourth tracks are for submachines PI and 
P2 9 The first step is to put the input on the first, third, and fourth tracks. P1 and P2 
are then allowed to alternately work on tracks 3 and 4 respectively until one accepts 
the input. If/~ accepts it, the input string belongs to Ln. If -'~ accepts it, control is 
passed back to a routine that sets up a correction on the first symbol of the input 
(stored on track 1) and puts the corrected string on tracks 3 and 4. The routine also 
checks that the error limitations on n are not exceeded. Control is then passed to P1 
and P2 and the process is repeated. Eventually, either P1 will accept he string or 
else all error possibilities will be considered and the input rejected. QED 
THEOREM 15. I f  L is accepted by a deterministic lba M, then so is Ln k, Lg', and Lg . 
Proof. The proof is just as in Theorem 14, except he means for checking the 
number of errors that have occurred is different for each case. 
THF.OREM 16. I l L  is accepted by a nondeterministic lba (i.e., is context-sensitive), 
then so is Ln , Ln ~, Lg' and Lg . 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 14. The difference is that it is not 
necessary for M to go through all possible rrors equentially, but rather it need only go 
through them nondeterministically, with each choice being checked for maximum error 
allowable, and then the tape is turned over to Px 9176 is not required, nor is a second 
pass, so only two of the original tracks are needed. 
RECURSlVE PHRASE-STRuCTURE LANGUAGES 
A language generated by an unrestricted phrase-structure grammar is recursively 
enumerable, and hence undecidable, in general. For our purposes, we only consider 
recursive phrase-structure languages, which are a proper superset of languages 
generated by grammars with only length increasing production rules [1]. 
It is straightforward that most of the lesser forms of error control (such as Ln, etc.) 
are possible with Turing Machines. However, it is of interest o determine just how 
far one can go within the framework of these machines. It does not appear useful to 
consider functions f (n) (for Lf) that are not defined for certain values of n, because we 
are interested in the questions of whether agiven string x is "close enough" to a string 
in L, and the "close enough" requirement (i.e., f )  should hold for all strings of UL. 
Thus, we can always considerf to be a total function (although without his restriction, 
a theorem similar to Theorem 17 could be proven). 
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Because of the requirement thatf(n) ~< n for our purposes, one is tempted to say that 
for any n,f(n)  should be calculable by an lba. However, this need not be true, because 
during the calculation, scratch area greater than kn (some fixed k) might be required, 
although the final result is of length n or less. 
With these arguments in mind, we now show that Turing Machines preserve 
error detection for any useful function f. 
THEOREM 17. I f  L is a recursive phrase-structure language, then so is L I ,  and if L 
is recursively enumerable, then so is L I ,for any total recursive function f. 
Proof. Let M 1 be a Turing Machine that accepts L. We are to show that there is a 
Turing Machine M that will accept L I . 
Let us define x 0 as the original string on the tape, and it is desired to determine if x o 
belongs to L 1 . If n is defined to be the length of x0, then there are 2 n "corrections" of 
x 0 possible (assuming that x o ~ {0, 1}*). A "correction" can be considered to be the 
EXCLUSIVE-ORing of a binary string of length n with x 0 . Let us represent each 
"correction" by the notation xi,  where i is the value of the binary string. 
M counts up the value n and computesf(n) from it. It is possible to design M to do 
this becausef is total recursive, which demonstrates the existence of a Turing Machine 
F that will producer(n) for any n and then stop. 
M initializes to zero the binary string (E) used to generate the "corrections," and 
then lists each xf twice consecutively on the tape. At the end of this procedure, M has 
on the tape: 
9 . 'ZZ  x o f(n) E=O x 0 x o x 1 x I ... x2~_1 x2~_1 ZZ. . .  
The first x i of each pair serves as a marker to indicate that the next block of n 
symbols is the "tape" for that xi 9 If expansion is necessary, M goes to the end of the 
tape, writes "xi" , and then expands as required. 
M will determine for each x i whether d(xo, x~) <~ f(n) and whether xi belongs to L. 
If there is an x~ that satisfies both conditions, then x o belongs to L I and x i is the correc- 
tion. I fL  is nonrecursive, it is possible that in the computation on some xi, M 1 will not 
stop. Therefore, M performs only one step of computation on each x i and then one 
step on xi+ 1 , etc., until one step of x~,_ 1 is done. Then M performs the next step on 
x 0 , then x x , etc. This process repeats until the machine halts. If it halts, then x o ~L I ,  
otherwise, it does not. Each xi is derived from x 0 @ E, with E being incremented by 
one for each xi. QED 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
We have found little difference between the properties of languages under constant 
errors (Ln) and under constant errors per block (Lnk). This implies that so long as the 
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errors never arrive "too fast," it is unimportant whether or not the total number of 
errors in a string are bounded. Furthermore, the only case considered in which there 
may be a difference between the properties of languages under expanding progressive 
errors (Lg) and expanding errors (Lg) is for left-context-sensitive languages. We have not 
been able to show the preservation of these languages under expanding errors as we 
have under expanding progressive rrors. In general, however, it does not seem to be 
of particular advantage to the detector to know that errors are limited during the first 
characters of an input (but may build up arbitrarily). 
Therefore, we can effectively categorize our results for two types of errors (constant 
and expanding) rather than four. Table 1 summarizes the results obtained with respect 
to the automata sufficient (and in most cases necessary in general) to detect errors in the 
various types of languages considered. 
TABLE I 
Summary of Error Results 
Constant Errors (L,, L~ k) Expanding Errors (L~, Lo) 
Type of Language: 
Regular fsa 1-counter 
Context-free pda deterministic 
lba 
Left-context-sensitive lba lba 
Deterministic context-sensitive deterministic deterministic 
lba lba 
Context-sensitive lba lba 
Recursive phrase-structure Turing Machine Turing Machine 
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